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Genomics
An introduction to investing in a rapiding expanding sector



What are genomics?

Not biotech, but DNA 

(precise health care versus hospitals, instruments, supplies, tests, or drugs)

2020 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for DNA — specific correction.

FDA approvals, expensive, broad potential 

Attributes of early stage genomics companies?

A sector within healthcare



Investing in Genomics

High risk/ speculative, capital gains rather than income 

Small/medium sized, often undercapitalized, new firms face dilution 

High R&D, heavy FDA regulation, hard phases test process (8 % meds pass Phase I efficacy in humans)  
Intellectual property under patent could be hacked 
Ultra narrow sales expand into uncertain broad applications 

Not insured or Medicare approved as yet, MDs adapt slowly on evidence in patients 

Low share of a portfolio, news tracking is intensive 
“Success“ is often a buy-out or coproduction with big Pharma

Characteristics



The Science

That Science . Genetics 101 Windelspecht .
The Code Breaker, Walter Issacson on Doudna Nobel . synthetic biology of 3 billion human genes

AI acceleration of reading a gene test, 10 to power 10+ .

No designer babies or superheroes, public observed  ethics . 
Crispr People, Henry Greely 2021 .

How . Insertion of a functional gene(s) in a virus mRNA . clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats CRISPr / 
Cas9 system. 
In vivo .  ” One and Done . “

Eliminate inevitable diseases, life dependency, suffering, idleness . 
“ Rare “ disease in USA < 200k, global millions .
Pandemic proves mRNA . 

What have we learned?



NIH National Human Genome Research Institute NHGRI
10 Bold Predictions of  general use in this decade 



Genomics Stocks

Bluebirdbio / BLUE 

Moderna / mRNA 

Denali / DNLI 

Regeneron / REGN 

Intellia / NTLA.

Crispr Therapeutics / CRSP   

In the news



ARKG

Top 10 holdings



Compare ARKG to XBI



Sources

Generally use Google for terms

BioSpace.com for hard news 

PubMed for articles 

Medical and analyst conferences 

WHO

NIH

Medlineplus.gov/genetic  

Where to find information



Questions?


